A fundamental problem in analysis is to decide whether a smooth solution exists for the Navier-Stokes equations in three dimensions . In this paper we shall study this problem. The Navier-Stokes equations are given by:
. Using the following estimates for the Green function: G(x, t; ξ, τ ) ≤ c/(t − τ ) µ · |x − ξ| 3−2µ ; Gx(x, t; ξ, τ ) ≤ c/(t − τ ) µ · |x − ξ| 3−(2µ−1) (1/2 < µ < 1), from this system of equations we obtain: w(t) < f (t−τ ) 1−µ dτ + f 2 (t) > 0 where µ : 5/8 < µ < 1 is a real number. This is analogue of the replacement of function by Riccati :
u(t) for the solution of the following ordinary nonlinear equation : dz(t) dt = f (t) + bz 2 (t); z(0) = 0[10p.41]. From the last inequality we obtain the a priori estimate: w(x, t) L 2 (Qt) < √ 2 f(x, t) L 2 (Qt) where Qt = Ω × [0, t], t > 0 is an arbitrary real number. By the well known Leray-Schauder's method and this a priori estimate the existence and uniqueness of the solution u(x, t) : u(x, t) ∈ W 2,1 2 (Qt) H 2 (Qt) is proved. We used the nine known classical theorems. where u(x, t) = (u i (x, t)) i=1,2,3 and p(x, t) ∈ R are the unknown velocity vector and pressure defined for position x ∈ R 3 and time t ≥ 0 . Here, u 0 (x) is a given divergencefree vector field on R n , f i (x, t) are the components of a given externally force , ρ > 0 is a positive coefficient and
is the Laplacian in the space variables .
Starting with Lerau [1] , important progress has been made in understanding weak solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations.For instance, if (1.1) and (1.2) hold, then for any smooth vector field ϕ(x, t) = (ϕ i (x, t)) i=1,2,3 , compactly supported in R n × (0, ∞), a formal integration by parts yields
Note that (1.3) makes sense for u ∈ L 2 , f ∈ L 1 , p ∈ L 1 whereas (1.1) makes sense only if u(x,t) is twice differentiable in x . Similarly, if ϕ(x, t) is a smooth function, compactly supported in R n × (0, ∞), then a formal integration by parts and (1.2) imply: R n ×R u(x, t) ▽ x ϕ(x, t) dxdt = 0 (1, 4) . A solution (1.3),(1.4) is called a weak solution of the Navier-Stokes equations. Leray in [1] showed that the Navier-Stokes equation (1.1), (1.2), (1.3) in three space dimensions always have a weak solution (u(x,t) , p(x,t)). The uniqueness of weak solutions of the Navier-Stokes equation is not known. In two dimensions the existence, uniqueness and smoothness of weak solutions have been known for a long time (R.Temam [2] ,O. Ladyzhenskaya [3] ,I. Lions [4] ).
In three dimensions, this questions studied for the initial velocity u 0 (x) satisfying a smallness condition . For the initial data u 0 (x) not assumed to be small , it is known that the existence of smooth weak solutions holds if the time interval [0, ∞) is replaced by a small time interval [0, T ) depending on the initial data .
A fundamental problem in analysis is to decide whether a smooth solution exists for the Navier-Stokes equations in three dimensions.
Results
Let Ω ⊂ R 3 be a finite domain bounded by the Lipchitz surface ðΩ.
Here t > 0 is an arbitrary real number. The Navier-Stokes equations are given by
The Navier-Stokes problem 1. Find a vector-function u(x, t) = (u i (x, t)) i=1,2,3 : Ω × [0, t] → R 3 and a scalar function p(x, t) : Ω × [0, t] → R 1 satisfying the equation (2.1) and the following initial condition
Let p > 1, r > 1 be real numbers. We shall use the following functional spaces.
Further, we shall denote the vector-functions and vector-spaces by bold type.
The following is principal result. Theorem 2.1. For any right-hand side f(x, t) ∈ L 2 (Q t ) in equation (2.1) and for any real numbers ρ > 0, t > 0, the Navier-Stokes problem-1 has a unique smooth solution u(x, t) : u(x, t) ∈ W 2,1 2 (Q t ) ∩ H 2 (Q t ) and a scalar function p(x, t) : p x i (x, t) ∈ L 2 (Q t ) satisfying (2.1) almost everywhere on Q t , and the following estimates are valid:
Here and bellow by symbol c, we denote a generic constant , independent on the solution and right-hand side whose value is inessential to our aims, and it may change from line to line.
Remark 2.1. The case when the right-hand side f(x, t) has a small norm or a time t ≪ 1 (or ρ ≫ 1) is well-known and so not interesting. But in Theorem 1 f(x, t) ∈ L 2 (Q t ) is an arbitrary vector-function and t > 0 , ρ > 0 are arbitrary real numbers . In recent paper [6] Ladyzhenskaja formulates the Navier-Stokes problem as in the formulas (2.1) -(2.2) and in Theorem 1 . For simplicity, we consider the Navier-Stokes problem for the homogeneous case (i.e. u(x, 0) = 0 , u(x, t) | ∂Ω = 0.). We consider the inhomogeneous case (i.e. u(x, 0) = u 0 (x) , u(x, t) | ∂Ω = 0) in Section 4. 
We adduce the well-known definition of the Hopf solution to the Navier-Stokes equation.
Remark 2.2. By Theorem 2.1 it follows that the Hopf's solution is the smooth solution.◭ For the proof of Theorem 2.1 we shall use the following known propositions. Theorem of Weyl H. In the book [2 p.22] the following equalities are proved:
I.e. for any f(x, t) ∈ L 2 (Q t ), the following equality:
Proposition 1. (The Holder inequality). Let p 1 > 1, p 2 > 1; r 1 > 1 , r 2 > 1 be a real numbers. Then, the following Holder inequality is valid [5 p.75] .
Proposition 2.
(The system equations of Volterra V.) On the space of vector-functions u(x, t) = (u i (x, t)) i=1,2,3 ∈L 2 (Q t ) we shall consider the following system of nonlinear integral equations of Volterra: [7 p.59 , p.62]
Or, in the vector form
This system of equations under some conditions to the nonlinear kernel K(x, t; ξ, τ ; u(ξ, τ )) has been studied in the book [7 p.61]. We shall study this nonlinear system of equations by using the theorem of Leray J., Schauder J. 
Then
Proposition 5. We shall consider the following problem on the domain Q t :
The solution u(x, t) of this problem is given by 
From estimates in Propositions 3 , 4 and the estimates (2, 9) ,(2,10) follow that: a) If g(x, t) ∈ L 2 (Q t ) and µ = 5/8, then
, then for any µ : 5/8 < µ < 1 the following estimates are valid:
and for µ :
◮ a) We shall prove the inequality (2.11). From Holder inequality (2,4) (with p = 2, p 1 = 12, r 1 = 8) and (p = 2, p 2 = 12/5, r 2 = 8) , the first inequality of (2.11) follows. From the estimate (2.9) with (µ = 5/8) we have
Here we used the fact that from Proposition 4 a (with p = 2, λ = 5/4; q = 6 3−2λ = 12) follows the inequality
Using the estimate (2,10) (with µ : b) The proofs of the inequalities in (2.12.1), (2.12.2) follow from the estimates of the Green function (2, 9) , (2,10), Proposition 4 a and is similar to the proof of a). The parameters in the second inequality of (2,12.1) satisfy all conditions of parameters p 1 , p 2 in (2,4) of Proposition 1. ◭ Proposition 6. ( Theorem of Leray J., Schauder J.) Let А be a compact nonlinear operator on L 2 (Q t ). If every possible solution to the following equation [ 
do not fall outside the bounds of some sphere |w(x, t)| L 2 (Qt) ≤ c, then for any right-hand side f (x, t) ∈ L 2 (Q t ) the equation has at least one solution in this sphere. 
Proposition 8. (The linear Navier-Stokes equation) Let t > 0 be an arbitrary real number. We consider the following linear Navier-Stokes problem on the domain Q t : [3, p.95]
For this problem in the manuscript of author [12] is received the explicit expression to the pressure function p(x,t) , depending on the right-hand side w i (x, t):
From this estimate follows the following estimate:
We consider the formula (2,16) in detail. It is known that the following classical problem for the parabolic equations:
Therefore, from the formula (2,16) follow the following estimates:
Differentiating the function of pressure p(x,t) in formula (2, 16 ) by x i , we find dp(x,t) dx i , i = 1, 2, 3, depending on the right-hand side w i (x, t). And by these estimates, integrating on the domain Q t , we obtain the following estimate: 
∈ L 2 (Q t ) we define the following linear and bounded operator:
where the functions dp(x,t) dx i is defined by the functions w i (x, t) from the formula (2, 16) . ◭ Using the Green function G(x, t; ξ, τ ), from the equation (2,15) we find :
And present the nonlinear Navier-Stokes equations (2,1) as:
. Differentiating the pressure function p(x,t) in the formula (2, 16 ) by x i , we find dp(x,t) dx i , i = 1, 2, 3, depending on the functions w i (x, t), and substitute these functions to the equation (2, 20) . Then, for the definition of the three unknown functions (w i (x, t)) i=1,2,3 we obtain the three system of nonlinear equations of Volterra (2, 20) . Remark 2,3. It is obvious that the vector function dp(x,t)
depends on the vector function (w i (x, t)) i=1,2,3 linearly. But we shall not write the expressions of these depends, we shall use the estimate (2,17).◭ Navier-Stokes problem 2. Find the vector-function (w i (x, t)) i=1,2,3 ∈ L 2 (Q t ), satisfying the equation (2, 20) almost every where on Q t .◭
We will find the unknown vector-function w(x, t) = (w i (x, t)) i=1,2,3 ∈ L 2 (Q t ). Theorem 2.2 For any right-side f(x, t) ∈ L 2 (Q T ) in the system of equations (2,20) there exists a unique vector-function w(x, t) ∈ L 2 (Q T ), satisfying almost everywhere on Q T , the system equations (2, 20) . And for any possible solution w( (2, 20) , the following a priori estimate is valid
where Q T = Ω × [0, T ], ; T > 0 is an arbitrary real number.
Proof of Theorem 2.2.
The following is the key Lemma for the proof of Theorem 2.2. Lemma 3.1. Let the vector-function g(x, t) = (g i (x, t)) i=1,2,3 ∈ L 2 (Q t ).
We define the following vector-function:
Then for any t > 0 there exists a constant b > 0 independent on g(x,t) such that the following inequality is valid:
By the estimate (2.12.2) in Proposition 5 and the following inequality:
Lemma is proved. ◭ From the basis equation (2, 20) and the inequality (3,1), integrating over the domain Ω, and, using the Holder inequality, the estimates (2, 9) , (2,10) for Green function, we obtain the following estimate: 
In the Theorem 2.2 we assumed that for all possible solutions w(x, t) of the basic equation (2,20) the function w(t) = w(x, t) L 2 (Ω) ∈ L 2 (0, T ). By the basis equation (2, 20) we have proved the inequality (3, 2) . Below (see Theorem 3.1), we shall prove that for all functions w(t), p(t) ∈ L 2 (0, T ) : p(t) L 2 (0,T ) < c w(t) L 2 (0,T ) < ∞, satisfying the inequality (3,2), the following a priori estimate:
From the estimates (2,17), (3, 2) follows that:
◮ By Holder inequality and the inequality (a + b) 2 < 2a 2 + 2b 2 from the basic inequality (3,2) follows that:
Using the estimate (2, 17) in Proposition 8 and the inequality (a 1 +a 2 +a 3 ) 2 < 3·(a 2 1 +a 2 2 +a 2 3 ), we infer:
We shall prove by the second inequality of (3,4') that there exists a constant c > 0:
We shall prove this estimate by contradiction method and assumed that there exists a constants c n → ∞ :
Let us apply to this inequality the following operator:
And this contraction proves the estimate (3,4" ). Lemma 3,2 is proved. ◭ Remark 3-2. Below, using the Riccati's replacement of the function w(t), from the estimate (3, 4) we derive the following estimate: w(t) L 2 (0,T ) < √ 2 f (t) L 2 (0,T ) . For these aims we consider the following equation.
The equation of Riccati. In 1715, Riccati has studied the following nonlinear equation on the segment [0,T] where T > 0 is an arbitrary real number [10 p.41]:
By the replacement of the unknown function z(t) = − 1 b · u ′ (t) u(t) , this nonlinear equation is reduced to the following linear equation of the second order:
Using the Riccati's result , we prove the following key proposition.
Theorem 3.1. For all functions w(t) ∈ L 2 (0, T ) satisfying the inequality (3,4) the following estimate holds:
This estimate does not depends on the number b 1 in (3, 4) .
◮◮ In (3.4) we make the replacement of the function: 6) and, using the inequality (a + b) 2 < 2a 2 + 2b 2 , we rewrite the basis inequality (3, 4) as:
Let k : 0 < k < ∞ and s : 0 < s < 1 -are an arbitraries real numbers and for t > 1 we present the inequality (3,7) as:
Applying the Mellin transformation, for s : 0 < s + µ < 1 we obtain:
From this equality follows that: 2b 2 9) where s : 0 < s + µ < 1. Using this inequality, we rewrite the inequality (3, 8) as follows:
In this inequality , as Riccati , we shall make the replacement of the function w 1 (τ )
From the definition of the function w 1 (t) by (3,6) follows that:
Since w 1 (0) = 0, then z ′ (0) = dz(t dt | t=0 = 0. From the inequality (3,10) we have
Let us denote:
Since g(t) > 0, g(0) = 0, − dz(τ ) dτ > 0, integrating by parts, we obtain:
Since dz(t) dt | t=0 = 0, integrating the equation (3,13') over [0,t] , we obtain the following important inequality:
Integrating by parts,from the basis inequality (3,14), we have:
In order to proof the a priori estimate , it is necessary that the function F µ (t) = 2
Otherwise, the proof of this estimate is difficult. = sinπµ π · 1 t µ · 1 − k 1−µ · t , and for t :
.◭ Let f (t) : f (t) ∈ L 2 (0, T ) -is an arbitrary function. To define the right-hand side f (t), for which the function F µ (t) is increasing on [0,T], we introduce the following functional spaces:
where g(t) : g(t) ∈ L + 2 (0, T ) is an arbitrary function. (3, 18) are increasing on [0,T]. This remark is important for the proof the a priori estimate. ◭
in the basis equations (3, 14) and (3, 15 ) the following a priori estimate holds:
> 0 and for any function f 1−µ (t) = ∈ L + 1−µ (0, T ) the function F µ (t) = 2 · t 0 g 2 (τ )dτ is increasing (Remark 3.4), we rewrite the inequality (3,16) as:
Then this equation will accept the following kind:
Since z 1 (0) = 0 and k · F µ (t) · z(t) > 0, from this inequality and Gronwall's Lemma we infer that:
Since z(t) > 0 and the function F µ (t) > 0 is increasing, we rewrite this inequality:
and we present (3, 21) in the following form:
Using the Gronwall's Lemma and z 2 (0) = 0 , we infer that:
Let in formula (3, 15) the right-side
where the g(t) : g(t) ∈ L 2 (0, T ) is an arbitrary function. Then, from (3, 15) we have:
From (3, 31) and (3, 32) follows that:
and from (3,32') we have:
Since the function e −w 2 (t) is decreasing on (0, ∞) and t 2 > t 1 , we have: e w 2 (t 2 ) /e w 2 (t 1 ) < 1. And from (3, 30) follows that
Passing to the limit µ → 1 , from t 2 > T, lim µ→1 (t − τ ) 1−µ = 1 and this inequality we obtain: : (3, 35) or
Remark 3.6. Let us note that for any n = 1,2,...the functions f 2
Proof of Theorem 2,1. Definition 3. If the sequence of vector-functions {w n (x, t)} weakly converges to the vector-function w 0 (x, t) in the space L 2 (Q t ), then we denote : w n (x, t) ⇀ w 0 (x, t). I.e. for an arbitrary vector-function u(x, t) ∈ L 2 (Q t ) the following convergence is valid: (w n (x, t) , u(x, t)) L 2 (Qt) → (w 0 (x, t) , u(x, t)) L 2 (Qt) as n → ∞ 2) If the sequence of vector-functions {w n (x, t)} strongly converges to the vectorfunction w 0 (x, t) in the space L 2 (Q t ) , then we denote: w n (x, t) ⇒ w 0 (x, t). I.e.
We define the following nonlinear operator K on the vector-space L 2 (Q t ):
It follows from this proposition that the operator K is compact on the vector-space
Let us estimate a each member:
We obtain the following estimates, using the formula (2.12.2) in Proposition 5, the inequality (2, 4) in Proposition 1 and Proposition 3 for µ : 5/8 < µ < 1,:
We obtain the following estimates , using the formula (2.12.1) in Proposition 5 and the inequality (2, 4) in Proposition 1 for µ : 5/8 < µ < 1,:
Note that by the weakly convergence w n (x, t) − w 0 (x, t) ⇀ 0 it follows that for any number n there is a constant c such that:
.78], and on the space L 3 2µ−1 , 1 1−µ (Q t ) the compact operator G translates the weekly convergence w n (x, t) − w 0 (x, t) ⇀ 0 to the strongly convergence, then the strongly convergence (3.40) is valid.
.78], and on the space L 3 2µ , 1 1−µ (Q t ) the compact operator G x translates the weakly convergence w n (x, t)−w 0 (x, t) ⇀ 0 to the strongly convergence, then the strongly convergence (3.41) is valid . The strongly convergence (3, 38) follows by (3, 39) , (3, 40) , (3, 41) .
be an arbitrary vector-function. And the sequence vector-functions w n (x, t) weakly converges to the vectorfunction w 0 (x, t), i.e. w n (x, t) ⇀ w 0 (x, t). On the vector-space L 2 (Q t ) we define the following nonlinear operator K p :
where the functions dp(x,t) dx i are defined by the functions w i (x, t) from the formula (2, 16) in
∈ L 2 (Q t ) by the formula (2, 18) in Proposition 8 we have defined the following linear and bounded operator:
where the functions dp(x,t) dx i is defined by the functions w i (x, t) from the formula (2,16) in Proposition 8. Since P is linear and bounded operator on L 2 (Q t ), there exists the linear and bounded connected operator P * . Let z(x, t) ∈ L 2 (Q t ) is an arbitrary vector-function and w n (x, t) ⇀ w 0 (x, t). Then: w n i (x, t)+ dp(x, t) dx i i=1,2,3
, z(x, t) L 2 (Qt) = (w n i (x, t)+P * (w n i (x, t)) i=1,2,3 , z(x, t) L 2 (Qt) = = w n (x, t) , z(x, t) + P * * z(x, t) L 2 (Qt) → w 0 (x, t) , z(x, t) + P * * z(x, t) L 2 (Qt) = = w 0 (x, t) + P * w 0 (x, t) , z(x, t) L 2 (Qt)
as n → ∞. I.e, it is proved that: w n (x, t) + P * w n (x, t) ⇀ w 0 (x, t) + P * w 0 (x, t).
Then, similarly to the proof in Lemma 3.4, proves that: K p * w n (x, t) ⇒ K p * w 0 (x, t).
Hence, it follows that on the vector-space L 2 (Q t ) the nonlinear operator K p is compact. [3 p.42 ]. Therefore, it follows by the Leray -Schauder's theorem in Proposition 6, that the basis equation (2, 20) has at least one solution w(x, t) ∈ L 2 (Q t ) and it follows from Theorem 3.1 that: w(x, t) L 2 (Q T ) ≤ √ 2 · f(x, t) L 2 (Q T ) . Then, it follows by Proposition 8 that there exists the smooth solution u(x, t) ∈ W 2,1 2 (Q T ) H 2 (Q t ). But the Navier-Stokes problem has the unique smooth solution [3p.139]. Therefore, w(x, t) ∈ L 2 (Q T ) is the unique solution to (2, 20) . The existence and smoothness of the solution to Navier-stokes equation is proved.◭ 4. The Navier-Stokes problem for the inhomogeneous boundary condition.
Let Ω ⊂ R 3 be a finite domain bounded by a Lipschitz surface ðΩ and Q T = Ω × [0, T ], S = ðΩ × [0, T ] , x = (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) and u(x, t) = (u i (x, t) i=1,2,3 , f(x, t) = (f i (x, t) i=1,2,3 are vector-functions. Here T > 0 is an arbitrary real number. The Navier-Stokes equations are given by:
The Navier-Stokes problem 1. where div a(x) = da 1 (x) dx 1 + da 2 (x) dx 2 + da 3 (x) dx 3 = 0 and a(x) ∈ W 1 2 (Ω). Theorem 4.1. For any right-hand side f(x, t) ∈ L 2 (Q t ) in equation (4.1) and for any real numbers ρ > 0, t > 0, the Navier-Stokes problem-1 has a unique smooth solution u(x, t) : u(x, t) ∈ W 2,1 2 (Q t )∩H 2 (Q t ), the scalar function p(x, t) : p x i (x, t) ∈ L 2 (Q t ) satisfying to (4.1) almost everywhere on Q t , and to the initial conditions (4,2). The following estimate holds:
u(x, t) W ◮ It follows by div a(x) = 0 and u 0 (x, t)| ∂Ω×[0,T ] = 0 that: div u 0 (x, t) = 0 for any t > 0. And it follows by a(x) ∈ W 1 2 (Ω) that: |u 0 (x, t)| ≤ c a(x) w 1 2 (Ω) , | u 0 (x,t) dx i | ≤ c a(x) w 1 2 (Ω) .◭
